
Exercise. Mood board 

  
Classic mood board with swatches  Mood image (illustration/mood board hybrid) 

Background and context: 

A mood board is a combination of visual design research and a collage that aims 
to encapsulate and communicate key attributes of a specific design proposition 
(i.e., a fashion collection, a product design, an interior concept).  

These attributes can be formal (i.e., material, fabrication, shape, color, texture 
etc.) and also conceptual (i.e., muse, genre, inspiration sources etc.) The mood 
board serves two key communicative purposes within a designer’s process and 
practice: 

1. Inward facing; as reference point.  
A mood board keeps the designer focused on key visual, attributes 
throughout a lengthy design process while also putting the whole creative 
team “on the same page” by communicating the designer’s vision to 
assistants, supervisors etc. within the organization. 
 

2. Outward facing; as visual communication tool. A mood board (either 
elements of it, or in entirety) can be used in the production of collateral 
materials around the design (i.e., brochures, hang tags, look books) and 
can be used to communicate with journalists and a wider public to explain 



the designer’s concept development, thought process and the design 
attributes of the work. The mood board becomes way of talking about  
the designer’s work to their public. 

 

Mood board examples that address formal issues: 

 Color 

    Color and transparency (with notes attached) 

 



  Processes of edge treatment and pattern  

  Informal composition with real elements added 

   Pattern (with color swatch) 



 

    Texture and source (with color swatch) 

  Pattern, shape, construction (with source) 
 

 

 

 

 



Mood boards that address conceptual issues: 

   Research and history (writer Willa Cather) 

   Research, history and genre; historical clowns 

Genre/sub culture “Punk Princess” 



 

 

 

 

 

Historical and cultural research for home items-  
Veitnam    

 

   Visual inspiration derived from nature 

  Ralf Rucci, “Down the Rabbit Hole” 

 



These are “fashion inspiration images” that could be the start of a collection or board. 

  All Saints “Flora Mortis” 

  Helmet Lang, “Crisp” 

 

 

 

 



A sample of conceptually-oriented mood boards from recent  
Parsons School of Fashion students: 

 
Nice use of verbal description to explain concept, supported by strong imagery. 

 
Formal language of collection inspired by the sculptural work of Richard Serra. 

 



 
Braille inspired mood board/inspiration image 

 
A couple of construction ideas 
 
As you’ve seen, some boards are loose collections, others tightly structured, 
some quite illustrative. 

    
Artist Mimmo Rotella’s expressive, gestural cutting technique. 



 
Artist Joseph Cornell’s assemblages or collections of objects and images in boxes 

 
Interior design mood board that is assembled like a still-life (ref. Joseph Cornell) 

 

 

 

 



Four common mood board problems: 

Pretty but not relevant 
A mood board is only as interesting and relevant as the designer’s vision itself. 
Therefore the mood board is not a pretty collage. Rather it should be specific and 
contain only elements that are relevant to the design (see formal and conceptual 
attributes). If you are browsing images and like something, but it’s not directly 
relevant, don’t use it. Every decision must refer to a formal or conceptual attribute 
in the design. The board is informational and communicates only the essence of 
your design vision. 
 
Too much material 
You want your mood board to knit together visually and provide visual impact and 
interest (this refers to the above issue), but it should also be economical. Less 
can be more, but explore interesting ways to present this information. In the 
process, you will begin with an attribute list to help you with this, after that, you 
can explore various techniques for presentation. So your mood board is not 
wallpapered over with dozens of images (like a Victorian decollage, see example 
below), you can scale and crop your images to achieve higher impact. 

 
There is no denying that this effect can look great but is better on  
wallpaper than a mood board. You need to establish a hierarchy  

of elements in your composition. 

Problems with craft 
Craft is a complex question. Many (including design students) will tend to equate 
[good] craft with perfectionism and a high degree of polish; this view generally 
changes as you become more experienced as a designer. We view good craft  
as appropriate craft; that is, the way you put everything together (including the  
mood board) should be a refection of the design’s concept and intention.  
If your approach is very informal and expressive, then composition (of the  
mood board) and even technique should reflect this informality, if however you 
are working with strict geometries and subtle shifts of color and value, you will 
compose and even paste or attach your images differently (perhaps with more 
attention to edge and surface variation). 
 
The only bad craft is lazy craft and unintentional (or unreflective) craft. Your job 
will be to find a craft voice (this can work right across your mood board, 



photography and the three-dimensional design you’re creating). 

Fashion-from-fashion (or the “fashion will eat itself” problem) 
A common tendency can be to begin a fashion-oriented project by looking at 
other fashion. We counsel you not to do this. While it is true that many fashion 
designers have been and are influenced by the work of other fashion designers, 
most truly new ideas (in fashion) come from outside fashion, so many designers 
(perhaps a majority) look at architecture, politics, film, popular culture, sub 
cultures etc. for source material. Your mood board is a perfect opportunity to  
look broadly and enrich your design language by doing so. 

In this assignment you are looking at a piece of the world (Chinatown) as your 
primary inspiration. 

 
This mood board is oriented around a fashion muse–in this  

case, a woman named Princess Irene Galitzine who  
epitomized Roman high style during the 1950s and 60s. 

 
contrasted with 

 
This mood image called tessellation uses architecture to refer to geometries. 

 



You will 

1. Create an attribute list with both formal and conceptual ideas. 

2. Conduct extensive online and offline (book and magazine) research.  
Look at films (Netflix), read about culture. Look broadly! 

3. Return to your attribute list and revise based on what you’re researching. 
 
4. Scan, resize, print images. Cut and alter them with knife and or scissors. 
Collect in a folder or envelope. 

5. Get into pairs, show your partner your collected imagery and discuss 
your idea. Seek further input.  

6. Dry compose your mood board on 18x20” Bristol. Move things around and 
consider edges and layers in your board. 

6. Paste everything down. 
 
NB: We like hands-on cut/paste boards but digital is an option as is creating and 
photographing a tableau. Speak to your instructor if you have a specific idea 
you’d like to pursue. 
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